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Abstract

This study applied a Talairach-based automated parcellation method, originally proposed for adults, to the
measurement of lobar brain regions in pediatric study groups. Manual measures of lobar brain regions in a sample of
15 healthy boys, girls and adults were used initially to revise the original Talairach-based grid to increase its
applicability to pediatric brains. The applicability of the revised Talairach grid was then tested on an independent
sample of five girls with Rett syndrome. As Tables 3 and 4 in the text demonstrate, sensitivity, specificity and positive
predictive values either remained unchanged or increased as a result of revising the sectors to fit the brains of
children. High levels of sensitivity and specificity were achieved for all revised Talairach-based calculations in
relation to the manual measures. Both positive predictive values and intraclass correlations between volumetric
measures produced by the revised automated and manual methods varied with the relative size of the brain region.
Values were relatively low for smaller structures such as the brainstem and subcortical region, and high for lobar
regions. These results suggest that the automated Talairach atlas-based parcellation method can produce sensitive
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and specific volumetric measures of lobar brain regions in both normal children and children with brain disorders.
Accordingly, the method holds much promise for facilitating quantitative pediatric neuroimaging research. Q 1999
Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The refinement of structural neuroimaging
methods during the past decade has significantly
advanced our understanding of brain develop-
ment in both healthy children and those with
specific neurological and psychiatric disorders. An
important goal in many imaging studies is to
parcellate, or divide the brain into neurofunctio-
nal regions, measure and compare the volumes of
those regions in specific pediatric study groups,
and analyze structural]functional relations that
may be associated with those brain regions. A
prominent method for achieving this goal consists

Ž .of manually tracing the region of interest ROI
on each image in which the ROI appears in a
‘stack’ of images comprising a three-dimensional
Ž .3D dataset. However, manual tracing is labor-
intensive, and the development of standard, reli-
able and valid manual measurement protocols is
time consuming. This often restricts the applica-
tion of this method to small samples, limiting the
power and generalizability of the results.

Researchers in adult neuroimaging have at-
tempted to address this issue by developing auto-
mated parcellation methods that permit the rapid
and standardized measurement of neurofunctio-
nal regions of interest in MRI datasets. An-

Ž .dreasen et al. 1994, 1996 utilized the stereotaxic
coordinate system described by Talairach and

Ž .Tournoux 1988 to develop a computer software
module that positionally normalizes the brain and
maps a three-dimensional proportional grid onto
it. This grid consists of 1232 three-dimensional
rectangular sectors that can be grouped together
into neurofunctional regions of interest. An-
dreasen and colleagues compared this method of
parcellation to manual methods using sulcal, gyral
and in-plane neuroanatomical boundaries, and
demonstrated that their automated parcellation

method could be used to measure lobar brain
regions in adults in a reliable manner. In addi-
tion, Andreasen and colleagues provided prelimi-
nary validation of the method by demonstrating
convergence between automated measures and
manually based measures in schizophrenic
patients.

In the present study, the Talairach-based auto-
mated parcellation method is applied to the mea-
surement of children’s brains to determine
whether this technique can be used in a reliable
and valid manner with pediatric study groups. In

Žthe initial phase of this study Kaplan et al.,
.1997 , we revised the computerized grid originally

proposed by Andreasen and coworkers, and de-
monstrated the reliability and validity of this
method for measuring major brain regions such
as the cerebrum and the cerebellum. In the pres-
ent study, a sample of healthy boys, girls and
adults was used to revise the Talairach sectors
further, in order to parcellate and measure the
four cerebral lobes, and to increase the method’s
applicability to pediatric study groups. The appli-
cability of the revised Talairach definitions was
then tested on an independent sample of girls
with Rett syndrome, a severe developmental dis-
order known to be associated with global micro-
cephaly and specific morphological changes in the
frontal lobe and the subcortical regions of the

Ž .brain Subramaniam et al., 1997a . Sensitivity,
specificity and positive predictive values based on
the original Talairach grid developed by An-
dreasen and colleagues were compared to values
based on our revised Talairach grid, in order to
determine if the revised Talairach atlas fit pedi-
atric brain morphology more accurately. Accord-
ingly, the results reported here reflect an impor-
tant step in determining whether the successful
application of this automated atlas-based parcel-
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lation method to children has the potential to
enhance the acquisition of much needed
knowledge relating to normal and abnormal brain
development in children.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Scans from 15 healthy individuals and five indi-
viduals with Rett syndrome were obtained from
participants in ongoing studies of brain develop-
ment in normal individuals and in those with
genetic and developmental disorders. The 15
healthy individuals had no history of psychiatric,
neurological, or learning problems. They con-

Žsisted of five normal girls mean ages9.12.;
. ŽS.D.s2.7 , five normal boys mean ages8.49;
. ŽS.D.s1.50 , and five normal adults three males,

.two females; mean age s 34.98; S.D.s 6.97 .
Adults were included in order to ensure the
breadth of applicability of the revised method to
both children and adults. The five girls with Rett
syndrome, individually matched by age to the five
normal girls, had a mean age of 8.06, with an S.D.
of 0.707. IQ scores were obtained with standard-

Žized psychometric instruments Thorndike et al.,
. Ž1986; Wechsler, 1991 on the normal girls mean

. ŽIQs87; S.D.s5.3 and the normal boys mean
. ŽIQs120, S.D.s7.6 . The discrepancy between

the IQ scores of the boys and girls most likely was
related to differences in ascertainment methods
for the respective studies in which they partici-
pated; accordingly, this discrepancy may affect
the comparability of the findings between each

.gender. IQ scores were available on only three of
Ž .the adults mean IQs112; S.D.s29 and none

Žof the girls with Rett syndrome due to their
.profound and pervasive developmental delays .

2.2. Image acquisition and processing

MRI images of each subject’s brain were ac-
Žquired with a GE-Signa 1.5 T scanner General

.Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA . Coronal T1
weighted images were acquired with a 3D volu-

metric radiofrequency spoiled gradient echo
Ž .SPGR series with the following scan parame-
ters: TRs35]45, TEs5]7, flip angles45, NEX
s1, matrix sizes256=128, field of views
20]24. This SPGR series was partitioned into
124, 1.5-mm contiguous slices. Raw GE-Signa for-
matted image data were transferred from the
MRI scanner to Macintosh workstations via exist-
ing network connections. The image data were

Žimported into the program BrainImage Reiss,
.1998 for visualization, processing, and analysis

Ž .Subramaniam et al., 1997b . The importation
process converts the dataset into eight-bit images,
and corrects for shading artifacts due to signal
inhomogeneity between slices. Non-brain mate-

Ž .rial e.g. skull, scalp, and vasculature is removed
from these image stacks using a semi-automated
edge detection process that involves a region
growingrdilation routine. These ‘skull stripped’
images are resliced, making the interpolated slice
thickness corresponding to the z-dimension the
same as the x and y pixel dimensions, thereby
converting the image stacks into cubic voxel
datasets. The cubic voxel datasets are opened into
the multiplanar visualization module of Brain-
Image so that three orthogonal representations of
the data can be viewed simultaneously. Within
the multiplanar module, new datasets in the coro-
nal and axial orientations are created to standard-
ize positional normalization across all subjects,
and to optimize drawing of gold standard regions
within the cerebrum and posterior fossa, respec-
tively.

2.3. Manual delineation of ‘gold standard’ regions of
interest

For this study, the boundaries of the frontal,
parietal, occipital and temporal lobes, subcortical
region, brainstem and cerebellum were manually
delineated and the volumes measured. Prior to
the measurement of these structures, cere-

Ž .brospinal fluid CSF was removed from the
dataset, using a semi-automated segmentation

Ž .technique Otsu, 1979 to identify all voxels with
CSF-like intensity. The manually derived mea-
surements of each region constituted the ‘gold
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standard’ to which the measure of each Ta-
lairach-defined region was compared. The rules
that were used to delineate each structure were
based on the rules described by Andreasen et al.
Ž .1996 . When necessary, modifications were de-
veloped in our laboratory in consultation with an

Ž .experienced pediatric neuroanatomist W.E.K. ,
who also reviewed all manually drawn ROIs prior
to measurement. The rules used to delineate each
region are described in Appendix A.

2.4. Talairach-defined regions

The method described by Andreasen et al.
Ž .1996 was used to delineate the Talairach-
defined regions. A proportional stereotaxic grid is
overlaid onto the brain following a linear trans-
formation based on the rater’s identification of

Žthree anchor points the anterior commissure, the
posterior commissure, and a midsagittal point

.above the axis created by the first two points , and
the subsequent automated identification of the
most anterior, posterior, right lateral, left lateral,
superior and inferior points of the brain. The grid
is composed of 1232 three-dimensional rectangu-

Ž .lar sectors Andreasen et al., 1994, 1996 which
are grouped together into regions correspond-
ing to neuroanatomical structures of interest
Ž .Talairach and Tournoux, 1988 . Andreasen and
colleagues originally used adult brains to form the
basis of their assignment of sectors to particular
regions.

In order to create comparable Talairach-de-
fined regions from pediatric subjects, as well as

Ž .adults, the manual gold standard ROIs from
Ž .each subject e.g. girls, boys and adults were

used. First, each voxel within an individual brain
was labeled as belonging to only one gold stan-

Ždard brain region e.g. frontal lobe, temporal lobe,
.cerebellum, etc. based on the manual parcella-

tion described above. Next, the composition of
labeled voxels that made up each of the 1232
Talairach sectors was determined for each sub-
ject. For each subject group, the Talairach sector
was assigned to the Talairach brain region that

Ž .was represented by the majority or plurality of
the labeled voxels. If the sector assignment was

consistent for all subject groups, that assignment
was incorporated into our pediatric-based regio-
nal definition.

We found that for our pediatric sample, ap-
proximately one-quarter of the sectors did not

Ž .correspond consistently across groups to the re-
gions to which they were originally assigned by

ŽAndreasen and co-workers. These sectors usually
.bordered two or three separate brain regions.

Data for these sectors were reviewed, and dis-
agreements between our sector assignments and
those proposed by Andreasen and colleagues were
resolved using the following criteria: if the ma-
jority of our subject groups were consistent in
sector assignment on both the left and right sides,
and if that assignment was consistent with the
neuroanatomic region originally proposed by Ta-
lairach and Tournoux, the sector was reassigned
to that region. In ambiguous cases, the images
were viewed and the sector was assigned to the
region that was featured most prominently in the
manually drawn ROI. If the sector was not as-

Žsigned to any region based on our sample i.e. the
.sector contained non-brain material or air , the

sector was kept in the original region to which it
had been assigned by Andreasen and colleagues
Ž .Fig. 1 . The final list of sectors corresponding to
each region of interest is provided in Appendix B.

Once all sector assignments were made, auto-
mated volume measurements of the Talairach-de-
fined regions were carried out. Volume estimates
were based on an algorithm that summed cubic
voxels across all sectors assigned to a specific
region and that converted those sums to cubic

Žcentimeter units. Interested readers are invited
.to contact the author for additional information.

In order to ensure that measurements for all
lobes, the brainstem and cerebellum were com-
posed of gray and white tissue only, the measures
were made on brain images in which non-ventric-
ular CSF had been removed with an automated
histogram-based threshold selection method
Ž .Otsu, 1979 . A fuzzy tissue segmentation algo-

Ž .rithm Reiss et al., 1998 also was used to divide
the voxels constituting brain tissue into gray mat-
ter and white matter. Only gray matter voxels
were used in the assessment of the sensitivity,
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specificity and positive predictive value of the
subcortical region.

For the normal children and adults on which
the revised sectors were based, manual measure-
ments were compared only to measurements of
revised Talairach-defined regions. For the girls
with Rett syndrome, manual measurements were
compared to measurements based on both the
original and the revised Talairach-defined re-
gions.

2.5. Data analysis

The following definitions of sensitivity, speci-
Ž .ficity and positive predictive values PPV of the

Talairach-defined regions in relation to the gold
standard regions were used: sensitivity was de-
fined as the portion of the gold standard region
correctly included within the Talairach region,
specificity as the portion of the non-gold standard
region correctly excluded from the Talairach re-

Fig. 1. The Talairach coordinate system appears to have sufficient sensitivity, specificity and usefulness for automatically localizing
and measuring the major lobes of the brain as well as large regions such as the cerebellum and lateral ventricles. In this figure, the
brain has been positionally normalized and Talairach sectors designated as representing the temporal lobe are shown superimposed
over manually derived sulcal-based, ‘gold-standard’ regions. In this illustration, the gold-standard temporal lobe boundaries are
designated in yellow and the Talairach sectors as white boxes in the three orthogonal views. In order to calculate temporal lobe
volume, the voxels in all slices that are designated as temporal lobe are summed.
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gion, and PPV as the portion of the Talairach
region that overlapped with the gold standard
region. For additional information, see Kaplan et

Ž .al. 1997 . Sensitivity, specificity and positive pre-
dictive values based on original Talairach sectors
were compared to values based on revised Ta-
lairach sectors with the Wilcoxon Signed Rank
Test. Pair-wise correspondence between gold
standard regional volumes and Talairach-defined
regional volumes was evaluated with both the
Pearson R and the intraclass correlation coeffi-

Ž .cient ICC . In order to assess whether findings
based on the Talairach method converged with
previously reported group differences based on
manual measurements, gold standard and Ta-
lairach-defined regional volumes, corrected for
whole brain volume, were compared between girls
with Rett syndrome and age-matched normal girls,
and between normal girls and normal boys. These
comparisons were carried out with the Wilcoxon
Signed Rank Test due to the non-normal distribu-
tion of the data. All statistical analyses presented
in this report should be viewed as preliminary
given the small size of the experimental group.

3. Results

3.1. Sector reassignment

Ž .A total of 121 9.82% sectors were reassigned
from the atlas proposed by Andreasen and col-
leagues. The number of reassigned sectors per
region ranged from 0 for the brainstem to 29
Ž2.35% of total brain sectors; 24% of total reas-

.signed sectors for the occipital lobe.

3.2. Sensitï ity, specificity, positï e predictï e ¨alue,
and correlations

Table 1 shows the sensitivity, specificity and
positive predictive values for revised Talairach-
based measurements of all regions of interest,
and the intraclass and Pearson R correlations
between Talairach-defined and gold standard
measures. Because the measurements for the
normal boys and girls did not vary by gender, the

Ž .data are grouped by normal children ns10 ,

Ž .normal adults ns5 , and all normal subjects
Ž .ns15 . The measures shown for each group in
Table 1 represent the mean values across all
subjects. Since these subjects represent the sam-
ple from which the revised Talairach sectors were
derived, this table is included to illustrate the
potential strengths and weaknesses of the auto-
mated parcellation approach. The applicability of
the method to an independent sample is illus-
trated below with data drawn from a sample of
girls with Rett syndrome.

Sensitivity values were high overall, ranging
from a mean of 0.79 to 0.95 for all regions. The
values obtained were comparable to those re-

Ž .ported for adults by Andreasen et al. 1996 ,
which ranged from 0.81 to 0.93. Specificity values
for all child and adult brains were uniformly high,
ranging from a mean of 0.95 for the parietal
region to 0.99 for the cerebellum. These values
also were all comparable to the specificity values
for adult brains reported by Andreasen and col-

Ž .leagues which ranged from 0.98 to 0.99 .
Positive predictive values ranged widely, from

0.60 for the brainstem to 0.95 for the frontal lobe.
Values were consistent between child and adult
study groups. Overall, variations in PPV were
related to size of brain region: values were lower
for smaller structures such as the brainstem and
the subcortical gray region due to the increased
probability of including non-target structures
within those Talairach-defined regions.

ŽPearson R correlations between gold standard
.and Talairach volumes ranged from 0.77 for the

brainstem to 0.96 for the frontal lobe and 0.95 for
the temporal lobe. As expected, intraclass corre-

Ž .lations ICC were lower than Pearson R values
overall. However, the discrepancies between ICC
and R values were much greater for small brain
regions, such as the brainstem, cerebellar and
subcortical gray regions. Whereas ICCs reached
0.86 for the frontal lobe and 0.90 for the temporal
lobe, they were very low for the brainstem and

Ž .the subcortical gray regions 0.00 , and moder-
Ž .ately low for the cerebellum 0.50 . The ICC takes

absolute volume differences between paired vari-
ables into account as well as the correlation
between these values, and therefore was affected
by the consistent volume differences in small re-
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Table 1
Ž .Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value PPV , intra-

Ž .class correlation ICC and Pearson R for revised Talairach-
based measurements of regions of interest in normal sample
Ž .means"S.D.

Normal Normal Normal
children adults sample
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ns10 Ns5 Ns15

Frontal lobe
Sensitivity 0.91"0.02 0.88"0.03 0.90"0.02
Specificity 0.97"0.01 0.98"0.01 0.98"0.01
PPV 0.95"0.02 0.96"0.01 0.95"0.02
ICC 0.91 0.77 0.86
R 0.98 0.95 0.96

Parietal lobe
Sensitivity 0.87"0.02 0.89"0.01 0.88"0.02
Specificity 0.96"0.01 0.95"0.01 0.95"0.01
PPV 0.85"0.03 0.82"0.04 0.84"0.04
ICC 0.91 0.70 0.84
R 0.91 0.89 0.88

Occipital lobe
Sensitivity 0.86"0.03 0.88"0.03 0.86"0.03
Specificity 0.98"0.01 0.98"0.00 0.98"0.00
PPV 0.82"0.04 0.83"0.03 0.82"0.04
ICC 0.74 0.76 0.73
R 0.80 0.93 0.81

Temporal lobe
Sensitivity 0.86"0.03 0.85"0.02 0.86"0.02
Specificity 0.98"0.01 0.98"0.01 0.98"0.00
PPV 0.89"0.02 0.91"0.02 0.89"0.02
ICC 0.93 0.88 0.90
R 0.96 0.96 0.95

Brainstem
Sensitivity 0.95""03 0.94"0.02 0.95"0.02
Specificity 0.99"0.00 0.99"0.00 0.99"0.00
PPV 0.59"0.06 0.63"0.04 0.60"0.05
ICC 0.00 0.00 0.00
R 0.73 0.90 0.77

Cerebellum
Sensitivity 0.82"0.03 0.85"0.03 0.83"0.03
Specificity 0.99"0.00 0.99"0.00 0.99"0.00
PPV 0.94"0.03 0.92"0.02 0.93"0.03
ICC 0.44 0.72 0.50
R 0.93 0.96 0.89

Subcortical
gray
Sensitivity 0.85"0.03 0.83"0.02 0.85"0.03
Specificity 0.98"0.00 0.98"0.00 0.98"0.00
PPV 0.65"0.03 0.64"0.06 0.65"0.04
ICC 0.00 0.00 0.00
R 0.89 0.66 0.85

gions between manually and Talairach-defined
measurements, as illustrated in Table 2. Accord-
ingly, the largest volume differences between the
Talairach and manual measurements were found

Žfor the brainstem mean percent difference
."S.D.: 59.4"17.9 . In contrast, the mean per-

cent differences between gold standard and Ta-
lairach measures for the lobar regions were gen-
erally small: frontal lobe, y5.5"4.8; occipital
lobe, 5.7"7.6; parietal lobe, 4.5"6.7; and tem-
poral lobe, y4.1"4.0.

3.3. Applicability of re¨ised Talairach definitions to
an independent pediatric sample

Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the applicability of the
revised Talairach definitions to an independent
sample of girls with Rett syndrome. Compared to
measurements based on the originally defined
sectors, sensitivity, specificity, and positive predic-
tive values either remained unchanged or in-
creased as a result of revising the sectors to fit the
brains of children. Sensitivity values were high for
all brain regions, ranging from 0.79 for the sub-
cortical gray region to 0.90 for the frontal lobe
and 0.96 for the brainstem. Significant increases
in sensitivity based on Talairach sector revisions
were found for the parietal, occipital, and tem-
poral lobes and the brainstem. The most dramatic
change was found for the occipital lobe, which
increased in sensitivity from 0.57 when based on
originally defined sectors to 0.89 when based on
revised sectors. Specificity was very high for mea-
surements based on both the original and the
revised sectors, ranging from 0.96 to 0.99. Al-
though PPV increased significantly for the occipi-
tal lobe, the cerebellum and the subcortical gray
region on the basis of Talairach sector revisions,
values were not uniformly high, varying from 0.57
for the brainstem to 0.94 for the frontal lobe.

Correlations between gold standard and revised
Talairach measures increased overall when calcu-
lated with the Pearson R. However, when the
intraclass correlation was calculated, correlations
decreased slightly for the occipital lobe and some-
what dramatically for the cerebellum. As is indi-
cated in Table 4, reduced intraclass correlations
for these regions are most likely related to the
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fact that the total volumetric difference between
the gold standard and the revised Talairach mea-
surements was greater than the difference
between the gold standard and original Talairach
measurements for both the occipital lobe and the

Žcerebellum. For all other brain regions with the
.exception of the brainstem , the percent differ-

ence between the gold standard and Talairach
measurements either remained unchanged or de-
creased slightly when the revised Talairach sec-
tors were applied.

3.4. Preliminary ¨alidation of Talairach-defined
measures

The validity of the automated method was as-
sessed by comparing the automated measure-
ments of regional brain volumes to gold standard
measurements of healthy girls vs. healthy boys
Ž .see Table 2 and healthy girls vs. girls with Rett

Ž .syndrome see Tables 2 and 4 . Since correlation
Ž .coefficients described above were relatively low

Table 2
Ž .Volume measurements cubic centimeters and percent differences between gold standard and revised Talairach-defined regions of

Ž .interest for normal sample means"S.D.

Normal Normal Normal Normal
boys girls adults sample
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ns5 Ns5 Ns5 Ns15

Frontal lobe
Gold 491.2"45.1 404.1"36.5 453.9"59.7 449.7"59.1
Talairach 465.6"40.8 390.7"42.9 416.7"53.8 424.3"52.1
% Diff y5.2"2.9 y3.1"3.3 y8.1"3.8 y5.5"4.8

Parietal lobe
Gold 319.1"41.1 268.2"14.7 273.5"35.4 286.9"38.2
Talairach 327.4"35.0 272.0"21.3 297.6"33.8 299.0"36.8
% Diff 3.0"6.3 1.4"5.7 9.1"6.5 4.5"6.7

Occipital lobe
Gold 139.3"12.1 113.2"5.2 126.5"12.4 126.3"14.8
Talairach 144.2"13.6 121.2"19.1 134.6"19.1 133.3"16.1
% Diff 3.9"9.9 7.3"6.8 6.1"7.0 5.7"7.6

Temporal lobe
Gold 237.6"24.5 196.7"10.6 228.4"34.7 220.9"29.6
Talairach 229.2"27.7 191.0"12.5 214.7"30.3 211.6"28.1
% Diff y3.6"3.9 y2.9"4.4 y5.9"3.8 y4.1"4.0

Brainstem
Gold 30.4"3.6 26.7"1.8 35.0"3.5 30.7"4.5
Talairach 53.3"2.6 40.4"5.0 52.5"5.7 48.7"7.5
% Diff 77.0"20.0 51.1"9.5 50.0"6.8 59.4"17.9

Cerebellum
Gold 152.5"15.8 132.6"8.8 141.3"18.4 142.1"16.2
Talairach 134.9"15.8 112.6"3.9 130.8"12.8 126.2"14.8
% Diff y11.6"3.0 y14.6"5.2 y7.1"4.2 y11.1"5.1

Subcortical gray
Gold 38.3"3.2 31.3"3.5 31.9"1.2 33.8"4.2
Talairach 50.8"6.2 41.0"1.8 41.6"4.8 44.4"6.3
% Diff 32.3"7.8 32.0"12.8 30.4"12.6 31.6"10.5
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Table 3
Ž . Ž .Comparison of sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value PPV , intraclass correlation ICC , and Pearson R between manual

measurements and measurements based on original and revised Talairach-defined regions of interest in sample of five girls with
Ž .Rett syndrome means"S.D.

aOriginal Talairach Revised Talairach Z-Value
sectors sectors

Frontal lobe
Sensitivity 0.89"0.04 0.90"0.03
Specificity 0.97"0.01 0.98"0.01
PPV 0.93"0.01 0.94"0.02
ICC 0.76 0.77
R 0.97 0.97

Parietal lobe
USensitivity 0.73"0.06 0.87"0.01 y2.02

Specificity 0.96"0.02 0.96"0.01
PPV 0.83"0.09 0.84"0.04
ICC 0.01 0.88
R 0.27 0.95

Occipital lobe
USensitivity 0.57"0.28 0.89"0.04 y2.02

Specificity 0.97"0.01 0.98"0.01
UPPV 0.68"0.07 0.78"0.07 y2.02

ICC 0.24 0.17
R 0.17 0.54

Temporal lobe
USensitivity 0.83"0.02 0.85"0.02 y2.02

Specificity 0.95"0.00 0.97"0.01
PPV 0.78"0.02 0.86"0.05
ICC 0.48 0.72
R 0.91 0.92

Brainstem
USensitivity 0.80"0.06 0.96"0.02 y2.02

Specificity 0.98"0.01 0.98"0.00
PPV 0.56"0.09 0.57"0.03
ICC 0.00 0.00
R 0.56 0.87

Cerebellum
Sensitivity 0.87"0.07 0.83"0.04

USpecificity 0.97"0.01 0.99"0.00 y2.02
UPPV 0.82"0.04 0.94"0.02 y2.02

ICC 0.56 0.31
R 0.73 0.77

Subcortical gray
Sensitivity 0.75"0.02 0.79"0.03

USpecificity 0.98"0.00 0.99"0.00 y2.02
UPPV 0.68"0.07 0.74"0.04 y2.02

ICC 0.52 0.66
R 0.74 0.77

a Sensitivity, specificity and PPV are compared with the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test. Only significant Z-values are reported.
UPF .05
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for the brainstem, subcortical regions and the
cerebellum, we limited our comparisons to lobar
regions. For both the Rett vs. normal girl analyses
and the normal boy vs. normal girl analyses, we
found group differences in the same direction for
all lobes using either the automated or the gold

Žstandard method of measurement results not
.shown .

4. Discussion

This study demonstrates that an automated,
Talairach atlas-based parcellation method can be
used to produce sensitive and specific volumetric
measures of lobar brain regions in both normal
children and children with a known disorder af-
fecting brain development and morphology. In
doing so, we have extended the findings of our

Ž .previous study Kaplan et al., 1997 in which this
method was applied to the measurement of major

Žanatomical structures including the cerebrum,
.cerebellum and lateral ventricles in a pediatric

sample. Taking both studies together, the results
support the methodological approach advocated

Ž .by Andreasen et al. 1996 , who reliably and validly

applied this atlas-based parcellation procedure to
the adult human brain. Accordingly, the findings
of the current study suggest that more rapid and
efficient derivation of volumetric measures of the
major lobar regions of the child’s brain are possi-
ble, thus allowing for finer-grained analysis of
brain-behavior relations. Although the eventual
goal of atlas-based measurement is to parcellate

Žneurofunctional subregions of lobes for example,
the prefrontal dorsolateral and orbital frontal re-

.gions , recent findings of manually measured lobar
differences between children with developmental

Ž .disorders and unaffected peers Piven et al., 1996
emphasize the usefulness of the current applica-
tion of this method. The results suggest that the
parcellation method is particularly useful for the
automated measurement of the frontal, parietal
and temporal lobes.

When the revised Talairach definitions were
applied to a sample of children with a disorder
that is known to affect the morphology of the
brain, high levels of volumetric agreement, sensi-
tivity, specificity and positive predictive values
were obtained for relatively large lobar regions
such as the frontal and temporal lobes. Although
sensitivity and specificity were also high for

Table 4
Ž .Comparison of volume measurements cubic centimeters and percent differences between gold standard and original and revised

Ž . Ž .Talairach-defined regions of interest for the Rett sample ns5 means"S.D.

Gold standard Original Revised
Talairach Talairach
sectors sectors
Ž . Ž .% difference % difference

Frontal lobe 330.0"20.1 315.2"33.3 316.1"32.9
Ž . Ž .y4.7"4.7 y4.4"4.6

Parietal lobe 222.3"25.9 196.6"18.5 228.3"18.0
Ž . Ž .y10.8"12.0 3.1"5.0

Occipital lobe 93.4"14.8 97.6"11.2 106.0"7.7
Ž . Ž .6.4"20.0 15.3"16.1

Temporal lobe 175.1"9.8 186.7"11.9 170.7"12.3
Ž . Ž .6.7"2.8 y2.5"3.1

Brainstem 23.0"2.8 33.5"2.8 38.4"2.8
Ž . Ž .46.2"15.3 67.7"10.8

Cerebellum 120.7"10.6 129.0"19.5 107.5"11.3
Ž . Ž .6.6"11.9 y11.0"6.0

Subcortical gray 32.1"4.5 35.5"3.9 34.5"3.8
Ž . Ž .11.3"11.1 8.1"9.3
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smaller regions such as the brainstem and the
subcortical region, positive predictive values and
intraclass correlations were lower due to the dis-
crepancy in absolute values between the Ta-
lairach-defined and gold standard ROIs, and the
difficulty excluding non-target tissue from the Ta-
lairach-defined measures of those relatively small
regions. This was particularly the case for the

Žbrainstem. The relation between size of the tar-
get structure and positive predictive value corre-
sponds to findings in the epidemiology literature,
from which the concept is derived: as Gordis
Ž .1996 , points out, the lower the prevalence of a

.disease, the lower the predictive value.
These findings demonstrate the usefulness of

including positive predictive values in an evalua-
tion of the Talairach method. Positive predictive
value is an index of spatial accuracy based on a
ratio of the volume of the ‘target’ voxels to the
volumes of all voxels included within the Ta-
lairach ROI. For spatial data, it is more meaning-
ful than specificity as an indicator of how well the
Talairach ROIs exclude non-target structures.
Whereas specificity estimates the ratio of cor-
rectly excluded voxels to all non-target structures
in the brain, positive predictive value estimates
the ratio of correctly included voxels to all struc-
tures within the Talairach ROI itself. As the data
demonstrate, specificity can be very high even if
the Talairach ROI is not excluding a large per-
centage of non-target structures. We were able to
achieve high levels of specificity, sensitivity and
positive predictive value in part through our reas-
signment of approximately 10% of the sectors
from the atlas defined by Andreasen and col-
leagues. Although reassignment of sectors did not
significantly affect absolute differences in
volumes, it did positively affect the configuration
of sectors which led to higher values in sensitivity,
specificity and PPV, which reflect not only volu-
metric differences but also spatial overlap. In the
case of the occipital and frontal lobes, sector
reassignment was based on what appeared to be
differences in rules for manual measurement of
the lobar regions. For example, 100% of the 18
sectors that were reassigned from the parietal
lobe were assigned to the frontal lobe. This ap-

peared to be due to differences in operational
definitions for this region, in particular relating to
delineation of the superior aspect of the posterior
frontal lobe. The positive effect of reassignment
of sectors was most evident in the occipital re-
gion. Thirty-six percent of the original occipital
region was reassigned to other regions, thereby
reducing the likelihood of including non-target
structures within the Talairach-defined occipital
lobe and resulting in a significant increase in PPV
for the sample of children with Rett syndrome.

Exploratory analyses comparing girls with Rett
syndrome to age-matched normal girls, and nor-
mal girls to normal boys, indicated that differ-
ences shown by revised Talairach-defined regions
were comparable to differences revealed by anal-
ysis of gold standard regions. This preliminary
evidence of convergent validity suggests that the
Talairach-based parcellation method can be ap-
plied both to normal pediatric study groups and
children with a brain disorder that severely af-
fects brain morphology.

Generalizability of the results is limited to some
extent by the fact that the revision of Talairach
sectors was based on our revisions of Andreasen’s
manual tracings of lobar regions. As such, it is not
surprising that we achieved higher sensitivity and
specificity between our manual tracings and our
revised Talairach sectors than between our man-
ual tracings and the sectors proposed by An-
dreasen and colleagues. Although the application
of our revised method to a sample of girls with
Rett syndrome allowed us to test the method on
brains with significantly altered brain mor-
phology, the small size of the sample is a further
limitation. Accordingly, future studies, currently
in progress, will test the applicability of this
method on a broader range of pediatric disease
groups, using larger samples across a wider age
span and IQ range. The present findings, how-
ever, emphasize the important potential that this
method holds for developing an automated, quan-
titative atlas of brain development for both nor-
mal children and children with brain disorders.

The results described here suggest that the use
of an atlas-based parcellation method has several
advantages over a method of parcellation based
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on the manual identification and delineation of
Ž .sulcal and gyral Rademacher et al., 1992 boun-

daries. The use of a stereotactic atlas standard-
izes both the position of the brain and the neu-
roanatomic location of large brain regions. By
standardizing the Talairach-specific sectors that
fall into each lobe, the atlas can be applied not
only to structural imaging studies but to pediatric
functional imaging modalities as well. Moreover,
although the initial task of sector assignment
relies on a great deal of neuroanatomic expertise
Ž .Andreasen et al., 1996 , semi-automated atlas-
based measurements can be completed by per-
sonnel without the high level of training required
by manual measurement protocols. Manual
boundary tracing protocols require labor-inten-
sive, time-consuming efforts, in contrast to the
stereotactic method which allows for the rapid
and reliable measurement of brain regions in
relatively large numbers of research participants.
This can contribute more rapidly to the accumu-
lation of much needed research knowledge of
quantitative neurodevelopment in both normal
and diseased pediatric populations.

The automated atlas-based parcellation method
has limitations, however, which make the manual
parcellation of brain regions using gyral and sul-
cal patterns more appropriate for answering a

Žparticular subset of research questions Aylward
.et al., 1997 . The manual method allows the in-

vestigator to identify inter- and intra-individual
anatomic variability, including lateral asymmetry
and anomalies of the cortical surface, both of
which have been found in specific pediatric dis-

Žeaserdisorder groups Piven et al., 1990; Castel-
.lanos et al., 1996 . Moreover, variation in brain

Ž .shape, location of major sulci Ono et al., 1990 ,
and lack of proportionality between brain regions
can be identified more readily through manual
tracing methods. In addition, manual measure-
ment appears to be more accurate for small neu-

Žroanatomic structures Andreasen et al., 1996;
.Kaplan et al., 1997 and structures that border

several neuroanatomic regions. Although the ap-
plication of the method appears useful for rela-

Žtively large lobar brain regions particularly
.frontal, parietal and temporal regions , the large

volumetric differences between the manual and
Talairach measures found for the brainstem, the
cerebellum and the subcortical region, for exam-
ple, greatly diminish the utility of the current
Talairach grid for the measurement of relatively
small structures.

One approach to measuring small structures
with the automated method is to revise the Ta-
lairach atlas further by subdividing sectors so that
a higher level of spatial accuracy could be
achieved for relatively small structures. Smaller
Talairach sectors would improve spatial accuracy
by minimizing the inclusion of non-target areas
within the Talairach-defined region. Presumably,
this would improve positive predictive values, and
ICCs between manual and Talairach-defined
measurements. Accordingly, the initial investment
of the high level of neuroanatomic expertise that
would be required to do this would ‘pay off’ in
the increased speed and efficiency with which
these structures could be measured. Subdivision
of sectors would also facilitate the subparcellation
and measurement of regions of interest within
cerebral lobes, another current limitation of the
automated method. Automated subparcellation of

Žneurofunctional ROIs within lobes such as the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the inferior

.parietal lobe would permit specific analysis of
brain and behavior relations not currently feasi-
ble with the automated procedure.

In contrast to automated non-linear ap-
Žproaches to spatial measurement Christensen et

.al., 1994; Collins et al., 1994 , the linear parcella-
tion method described here is also limited in its
capacity to incorporate normal variation in the
convexity of the cortical surface into its measure-
ments. However, at this time, non-linear methods
require massive computation time and cannot be
implemented on desktop computers. For current
clinical studies, therefore, the linear-based ap-
proach is more efficient.

Even with its current limitations, the auto-
mated parcellation method described here is a
powerful tool for measuring lobar regions of the
brain in a rapid and reliable manner. It is an
effective tool for identifying structures that may
be promising targets for further subparcellation
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and measurement. We have demonstrated that
this tool can be applied as effectively to children
as to adults, suggesting that the atlas-based auto-
mated method of measurement holds much
promise for facilitating pediatric neuroimaging
research.
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Appendix A. Protocol for the manual
measurement of cerebral lobes, brainstem,
cerebellum, and subcortical region

The following manual measurement rules were
used to delineate each structure.

Frontal lobe: Initially, the central sulcus is iden-
tified in relation to several morphological land-
marks on a three-dimensional rendered image of
the cortical surface of the brain. For example, the

Fig. 2. A three-dimensional rendered image of the cortical
surface of the brain, with the central sulcus delineated in
white.

superior temporal gyrus is followed to the supra-
marginal gyrus, which terminates at the postcen-
tral sulcus. The superior and medial frontal gyri
are followed to their termination at the precen-
tral gyrus. The operculum, which corresponds to
the inferior frontal gyrus and is immediately ante-

Žrior to the precentral gyrus, is also identified Fig.
.2 . Once the central sulcus is identified on the

rendered surface of the brain, the rater attempts
to identify the central sulcus on the coronal stack.
The sulcus usually becomes visible posterior to
the appearance of the anterior commissure. The
rater draws small seeds on the points where the
central sulcus intersects the lateral edge of each
coronal slice. If the central sulcus intersects the
coronal slice twice, then the inferior point of
intersection is chosen as the lower boundary of
the frontal lobe, and a seed is placed at that
point. The rater fills all seeds with white, and
renders the image to reveal the surface of the
brain. If the seeds are placed correctly on the
coronal slices, they will delineate the location of
the central sulcus when the surface of the brain is
rendered.

Once the central sulcus is confirmed on coronal
slices, the entire frontal lobe can be traced. In the
anterior region of the brain, the boundaries of
the frontal lobe are defined by the cortical sur-
face, which can be demarcated from surrounding

Fig. 3. The manual tracing of the frontal lobe at the level of
the basal ganglia.
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Fig. 4. The manual tracings of the frontal lobe based on the
intersection of the central sulcus with the lateral aspect of the
brain, moving posteriorly through the coronal plane.

CSF by automated edge detection tools. As the
coronal view progresses posteriorly, and the tem-
poral lobe appears, the inferior boundary for the

Ž .frontal lobe is the sylvian fissure Fig. 3 . At the
level of the basal ganglia, lateral ventricles and

Žsubcortical tissue containing the caudate nu-
.cleus, putamen and claustrum are excluded from

the frontal lobe. At the level at which the seeds
marking the central sulcus appear, the inferior
border of the frontal lobe is formed by a line that

Fig. 5. The manual tracings of the frontal lobe based on the
intersection of the central sulcus with the lateral aspect of the
brain, moving posteriorly through the coronal plane.

Fig. 6. The manual tracings of the frontal lobe based on the
intersection of the central sulcus with the lateral aspect of the
brain, moving posteriorly through the coronal plane.

is drawn from the depth of the central sulcus to
the inferior aspect of the corpus callosum, across
the interhemispheric fissure, to the lateral edge of
the central sulcus on the contralateral side. All
tissue superior to that line is included in the
measurement of the frontal lobe. The frontal lobe
continues to be traced until the central sulcus is

Žno longer discernible in the coronal view Figs.
.4]6 .

Temporal lobe: In the anterior region of the
temporal lobe, the lateral, medial and inferior
borders of the temporal lobe are the cortical
surface of the brain. In the mesial region of the
temporal lobe, the medial and inferio-medial
borders of the temporal lobe consist of the brain-
stem and the cerebellum. The superior border of
the temporal lobe consists of the sylvian fissure,
and a line connecting the furthest extent of the
inferior ramus of the sylvian fissure to the

Ž .choroidal fissure Figs. 7]9 . The sylvian fissure
marks the superior border of the temporal lobe
until the slice just prior to the distinct appearance
of the ascending fornix in the collateral trigone.
Posterior to this level, the sylvian fissure is no
longer distinct. Subsequently, the lateral superior
border continues to be drawn at the same level as

Žthe last slice containing the sylvian fissure i.e. the
.same x coordinate , but as a straight line extend-

ing to the superior border of the parahippocam-
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Fig. 7. The manual tracings of the temporal lobe, moving
posteriorly through the coronal plane.

Žpal gyrus. The isthmus, which is the structure
located beneath the corpus callosum and above
the parahippocampal gyrus, is excluded. When
the corpus callosum is visible and the isthmus is
adjacent to the hippocampus, the isthmus is the
gyrus-like protruding gray matter. The ROI ex-
cludes this protrusion, continues to the top of the
hippocampus, and then extends a straight line to

Fig. 8. The manual tracings of the temporal lobe, moving
posteriorly through the coronal plane.

Fig. 9. The manual tracings of the temporal lobe, moving
posteriorly through the coronal plane.

.the superior lateral border. The posterior
boundary of the temporal lobe is contiguous with
and defined by the anterior boundary of the oc-
cipital lobe.

Occipital lobe: The lateral and caudal borders
of the occipital lobe are all defined by the cortical

Fig. 10. The inferior and superior points of the medial pari-
etal]occipital sulcus.
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Fig. 11. The lateral parietal]occipital sulcus.

surfaces of the brain. Medially each hemisphere
of the lobe extends to the interhemispheric fis-
sure. Inferiorly the occipital lobe is separated
from the cerebellum via the tentorium. We used
four landmarks to set up two flat cutting planes
defining the rostral border of the occipital lobe.
The first and second landmarks are the inferior

Ž .and superior points respectively of the most
medial and well-defined parietal]occipital sulcus
Ž .Fig. 10 . The third point is the furthest lateral
extent of the parieto]occipital sulcus as we
progress from a midsagittal position toward the

Fig. 12. The pre-occipital notch.

ŽFig. 13. The calcarine region of the occipital lobe Brodmann
.Area 17 .

Ž .cortical surface Fig. 11 . These first three points
define a plane demarcating the rostral border of
the occipital lobe on the medial half of the brain.
The more lateral half of the occipital lobe is
defined rostrally by the lateral edge of this two-di-

Fig. 14. The rendered surface of the posterior aspect of the
brain, highlighting the occipital lobe.
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mensional plane and a fourth landmark, the
Ž .pre occipital notch just medial to the lateral sur-

Ž .face of the cerebellum Fig. 12 .
After the rostral borders of the occipital lobe

have been created, the brain is reoriented back
into standard AC-PC space and any newly defined
tissue occurring anterior to the splenium of the
corpus collosum is omitted. Additionally the oc-
cipital lobe is edited manually to include sur-

Ž .rounding Area 17 Brodmann . After finding the
most anterior point of the calcarine sulcus which
is posterior to the splenium, tissue is added supe-
riorly by following the contour of the superior

Žgray matter surrounding the calcarine sulcus Fig.
.13 . All gray matter exclusively associated with

the calcarine cortex should be incorporated within
the edited tissue. This also means that white
matter located inferior to the calcarine sulcus will
also be included. When the calcarine gray matter
is indistinguishable from other more superior gray
matter, it should be excluded from occipital tis-

sue. In the coronal view the edited occipital tissue
progresses laterally to the end of this calcarine
gray matter or to the originally defined borders,

Ž .whichever is most lateral Fig. 14 .
Parietal lobe: This region included all remaining

cortical sectors not assigned to the frontal, occipi-
tal or temporal lobes.

Subcortical region: This region was delineated
by initially filling in the frontal, temporal, and
occipital lobes, and the brainstem and cerebel-
lum. The demarcation of the subcortical region
was marked by drawing an ROI tangent to the
edge of each of the structures listed above. Subse-
quently, the subcortical region was carved out by
including the lateral ventricles, the caudate, the
internal capsule, the putamen, the external cap-
sule and the claustrum.

Brainstem and cerebellum: These regions were
delineated on axial slices, using previously es-

Žtablished rules Aylward and Reiss, 1991; Reiss et
.al., 1995 .

Appendix B. Complete list of Talairach sectors by brain region

Brainstem
E2aL10, E2aL11, E2aL12, E2aL13, E2aL9, E2aR10, E2aR11, E2aR12, E2aR13, E2aR9, E3aL10,
E3aL11, E3aL12, E3aL13, E3aL14, E3aL9, E3aR10, E3aR11, E3aR12, E3aR13, E3aR14, E3aR9,
FaL10, FaL11, FaL12, FaL13, FaL14, FaL9, FaR10, FaR11, FaR12, FaR13, FaR14, FaR9

Cerebellum
E3bL13, E3bR13, FbL11, FbL12, FbL13, FbL14, FbR11, FbR12, FbR13, FbR14, FcL11, FcL12, FcL13,
FcL14, FcR11, FcR12, FcR13, FcR14, FdL12, FdL13, FdR12, FdR13, GaL10, GaL11, GaL12, GaL13,
GaL14, GaR10, GaR11, GaR12, GaR13, GaR14, GbL10, GbL11, GbL12, GbL13, GbL14, GbR10,
GbR11, GbR12, GbR13, GbR14, GcL11, GcL12, GcL13, GcL14, GcR11, GcR12, GcR13, GcR14,
GdL11, GdL12, GdL13, GdL14, GdR11, GdR12, GdR13, GdR14, HaL10, HaL11, HaL12, HaL13,
HaL14, HaR10, HaR11, HaR12, HaR13, HaR14, HbL11, HbL12, HbL13, HbL14, HbR11, HbR12,
HbR13, HbR14, HcL11, HcL12, HcL13, HcL14, HcR11, HcR12, HcR13, HcR14, IaL11, IaL12, IaL13,
IaR11, IaR12, IaR13, IbL11, IbL12, IbL13, IbR11, IbR12, IbR13, IcL11, IcL12, IcL13, IcR11, IcR12,
IcR13

Frontal lobe
AaL10, AaL11, AaL2, AaL3, AaL4, AaL5, AaL6, AaL7, AaL8, AaL9, AaR10, AaR11, AaR2, AaR3,
AaR4, AaR5, AaR6, AaR7, AaR8, AaR9, AbL10, AbL11, AbL2, AbL3, AbL4, AbL5, AbL6, AbL7,
AbL8, AbL9, AbR10, AbR11, AbR2, AbR3, AbR4, AbR5, AbR6, AbR7, AbR8, AbR9, AcL10, AcL11,
AcL2, AcL3, AcL4, AcL5, AcL6, AcL7, AcL8, AcL9, AcR10, AcR11, AcR2, AcR3, AcR4, AcR5, AcR6,
AcR7, AcR8, AcR9, AdL10, AdL11, AdL2, AdL3, AdL4, AdL5, AdL6, AdL7, AdL8, AdL9, AdR10,
AdR11, AdR2, AdR3, AdR4, AdR5, AdR6, AdR7, AdR8, AdR9, BaL10, BaL11, BaL2, BaL3, BaL4,
BaL5, BaL6, BaL7, BaL8, BaL9, BaR10, BaR11, BaR2, BaR3, BaR4, BaR5, BaR6, BaR7, BaR8,
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BaR9, BbL10, BbL11, BbL2, BbL3, BbL4, BbL5, BbL6, BbL7, BbL8, BbL9, BbR10, BbR11, BbR2,
BbR3, BbR4, BbR5, BbR6, BbR7, BbR8, BbR9, BcL10, BcL11, BcL2, BcL3, BcL4, BcL5, BcL6, BcL7,
BcL8, BcL9, BcR10, BcR11, BcR2, BcR3, BcR4, BcR5, BcR6, BcR7, BcR8, BcR9, BdL10, BdL11,
BdL2, BdL3, BdL4, BdL5, BdL6, BdL7, BdL8, BdL9, BdR10, BdR11, BdR2, BdR3, BdR4, BdR5,
BdR6, BdR7, BdR8, BdR9, CaL1, CaL10, CaL11, CaL2, CaL3, CaL4, CaL5, CaL6, CaL7, CaL8, CaL9,
CaR1, CaR10, CaR11, CaR2, CaR3, CaR4, CaR5, CaR6, CaR7, CaR8, CaR9, CbL1, CbL10, CbL2,
CbL3, CbL4, CbL5, CbL6, CbL7, CbL8, CbL9, CbR1, CbR10, CbR2, CbR3, CbR4, CbR5, CbR6,
CbR7, CbR8, CbR9, CcL1, CcL2, CcL3, CcL4, CcL5, CcL6, CcL7, CcL8, CcL9, CcR1, CcR2, CcR3,
CcR4, CcR5, CcR6, CcR7, CcR8, CcR9, CdL1, CdL2, CdL3, CdL4, CdL5, CdL6, CdL7, CdL8, CdL9,
CdR1, CdR2, CdR3, CdR4, CdR5, CdR6, CdR7, CdR8, CdR9, DaL1, DaL10, DaL2, DaL3, DaL4,
DaL5, DaL6, DaR1, DaR10, DaR2, DaR3, DaR4, DaR5, DaR6, DbL1, DbL2, DbL3, DbL4, DbL5,
DbL6, DbR1, DbR2, DbR3, DbR4, DbR5, DbR6, DcL1, DcL2, DcL3, DcL4, DcL5, DcL6, DcL7,
DcL8, DcR1, DcR2, DcR3, DcR4, DcR5, DcR6, DcR7, DcR8, DdL1, DdL2, DdL3, DdL4, DdL5,
DdL6, DdL7, DdL8, DdR1, DdR2, DdR3, DdR4, DdR5, DdR6, DdR7, DdR8, E1aL1, E1aL2, E1aL3,
E1aL4, E1aL5, E1aR1, E1aR2, E1aR3, E1aR4, E1aR5, E1bL1, E1bL2, E1bL3, E1bL4, E1bL5, E1bL6,
E1bR1, E1bR2, E1bR3, E1bR4, E1bR5, E1bR6, E1cL1, E1cL2, E1cL3, E1cL4, E1cL5, E1cL6, E1cR1,
E1cR2, E1cR3, E1cR4, E1cR5, E1cR6, E1dL1, E1dL2, E1dL3, E1dL4, E1dL5, E1dL6, E1dL7, E1dR1,
E1dR2, E1dR3, E1dR4, E1dR5, E1dR6, E1dR7, E2aL1, E2aL2, E2aL3, E2aL4, E2aL5, E2aR1,
E2aR2, E2aR3, E2aR4, E2aR5, E2bL1, E2bL2, E2bL3, E2bL4, E2bL5, E2bR1, E2bR2, E2bR3,
E2bR4, E2bR5, E2cL1, E2cL2, E2cL3, E2cL4, E2cR1, E2cR2, E2cR3, E2cR4, E2dL1, E2dL2, E2dL3,
E2dR1, E2dR2, E2dR3, E3aL1, E3aL2, E3aL3, E3aL4, E3aL5, E3aL6, E3aR1, E3aR2, E3aR3, E3aR4,
E3aR5, E3aR6, E3bL1, E3bL2, E3bL3, E3bL4, E3bR1, E3bR2, E3bR3, E3bR4, E3cL1, E3cL2, E3cR1,
E3cR2, FaL1, FaL2, FaL3, FaR1, FaR2, FaR3

Null
AaL1, AaL12, AaL13, AaL14, AaR1, AaR12, AaR13, AaR14, AbL1, AbL12, AbL13, AbL14, AbR1,
AbR12, AbR13, AbR14, AcL1, AcL12, AcL13, AcL14, AcR1, AcR12, AcR13, AcR14, AdL1, AdL12,
AdL13, AdL14, AdR1, AdR12, AdR13, AdR14, BaL1, BaL12, BaL13, BaL14, BaR1, BaR12, BaR13,
BaR14, BbL1, BbL12, BbL13, BbL14, BbR1, BbR12, BbR13, BbR14, BcL1, BcL12, BcL13, BcL14,
BcR1, BcR12, BcR13, BcR14, BdL1, BdL12, BdL13, BdL14, BdR1, BdR12, BdR13, BdR14, CaL12,
CaL13, CaL14, CaR12, CaR13, CaR14, CbL13, CbL14, CbR13, CbR14, CcL13, CcL14, CcR13, CcR14,
CdL13, CdL14, CdR13, CdR14, DaL13, DaL14, DaR13, DaR14, DbL13, DbL14, DbR13, DbR14,
DcL13, DcL14, DcR13, DcR14, DdL13, DdL14, DdR13, DdR14, E1aL13, E1aL14, E1aR13, E1aR14,
E1bL13, E1bL14, E1bR13, E1bR14, E1cL13, E1cL14, E1cR13, E1cR14, E1dL13, E1dL14, E1dR13,
E1dR14, E2aL14,E2aR14, E2bL13, E2bL14, E2bR13, E2bR14, E2cL13, E2cL14, E2cR13, E2cR14,
E2dL13, E2dL14, E2dR13, E2dR14, E3bL14, E3bR14, E3cL13, E3cL14, E3cR13, E3cR14, E3dL13,
E3dL14, E3dR13, E3dR14, FdL14, FdR14, HaL1, HaR1, HbL1, HbR1, HcL1, HcR1, HdL1, HdL11,
HdL12, HdL13, HdL14, HdL2, HdL3, HdR1, HdR11, HdR12, HdR13, HdR14, HdR2, HdR3, IaL1,
IaL14, IaL2, IaL3, IaR1, IaR14, IaR2, IaR3, IbL1, IbL14, IbL2, IbL3, IbR1, IbR14, IbR2, IbR3, IcL1,
IcL14, IcL2, IcL3, IcR1, IcR14, IcR2, IcR3, IdL1, IdL10, IdL11, IdL12, IdL13, IdL14, IdL2, IdL3, IdL4,
IdL5, IdL6, IdL7, IdL8, IdL9, IdR1, IdR10, IdR11, IdR12, IdR13, IdR14, IdR2, IdR3, IdR4, IdR5,
IdR6, IdR7, IdR8, IdR9

Occipital lobe
IcL5, IcR4, GaL8, GaR8, GbL9, GbR9, HaL6, HaL7, HaL8, HaL9, HaR6, HaR7, HaR8, HaR9,
HbL10, HbL6, HbL7, HbL8, HbL9, HbR10, HbR6, HbR7, HbR8, HbR9, HcL10, HcL9, HcR10, HcR9,
IaL10, IaL4, IaL5, IaL6, IaL7, IaL8, IaL9, IaR0, IaR4, IaR5, IaR6, IaR7, IaR8, IaR9, IbL10, IbL4,
IbL5, IbL6, IbL7, IbL8, IbL9, IbR10, IbR5, IbR6, IbR7, IbR8, IbR9, IcL10, IcL4, IcL6, IcL7, IcL8,
IcL9, IcR10, IcR5, IcR6, IcR7, IcR8, IcR9, GaL9, GaR9, GbL8, GbR8, IbR4
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Parietal lobe
E1cL7, E1cL8, E1cR7, E1cR8, E2bL6, E2bR6, E2cL5, E2cL6, E2cL7, E2cR5, E2cR6, E2cR7, E2dL4,
E2dL5, E2dL6, E2dL7, E2dR4, E2dR5, E2dR6, E2dR7, E3bL5, E3bL6, E3bR5, E3bR6, E3cL3, E3cL4,
E3cL5, E3cL6, E3cL7, E3cR3, E3cR4, E3cR5, E3cR6, E3cR7, E3dL1, E3dL2, E3dL3, E3dL4, E3dL5,
E3dL6, E3dR1, E3dR2, E3dR3, E3dR4, E3dR5, E3dR6, FaL4, FaL5, FaL6, FaL7, FaR4, FaR5, FaR6,
FaR7, FbL1, FbL2, FbL3, FbL4, FbL5, FbL6, FbL7, FbR1, FbR2, FbR3, FbR4, FbR5, FbR6, FbR7,
FcL1, FcL2, FcL3, FcL4, FcL5, FcL6, FcL7, FcR1, FcR2, FcR3, FcR4, FcR5, FcR6, FcR7, FdL1, FdL2,
FdL3, FdL4, FdL5, FdL6, FdR1, FdR2, FdR3, FdR4, FdR5, FdR6, GaL1, GaL2, GaL3, GaL4, GaL5,
GaL6, GaL7, GaR1, GaR2, GaR3, GaR4, GaR5, GaR6, GaR7, GbL1, GbL2, GbL3, GbL4, GbL5,
GbL6, GbL7, GbR1, GbR2, GbR3, GbR4, GbR5, GbR6, GbR7, GcL1, GcL2, GcL3, GcL4, GcL5,
GcL6, GcL7, GcR1, GcR2, GcR3, GcR4, GcR5, GcR6, GcR7, GdL1, GdL2, GdL3, GdL4, GdL5,
GdL6, GdR1, GdR2, GdR3, GdR4, GdR5, GdR6, HaL2, HaL3, HaL4, HaL5, HaR2, HaR3, HaR4,
HaR5, HbL2, HbL3, HbL4, HbL5, HbR2, HbR3, HbR4, HbR5, HcL2, HcL3, HcL4, HcL5, HcL6,
HcL7, HcR2, HcR3, HcR4, HcR5, HcR6, HcR7, HdL4, HdL5, HdL6, HdR4, HdR5, HdR6

Subcortical region
DbL7, DbR7, E3bR7, DaL7, DaL8, DaL9, DaR7, DaR8, DaR9, DbL8, DbL9, DbR8, DbR9, E1aL6,
E1aL7, E1aL8, E1aL9, E1aR6, E1aR7, E1aR8, E1aR9, E1bL7, E1bL8, E1bL9, E1bR7, E1bR8, E1bR9,
E2aL6, E2aL7, E2aL8, E2aR6, E2aR7, E2aR8, E2bL7, E2bL8, E2bL9, E2bR7, E2bR8, E2bR9, E3aL7,
E3aL8, E3aR7, E3aR8, E3bL7, E3bL8, E3bR8, FaL8, FaR8, FbL8, FbR8

Temporal lobe
CbL11, CbL12, CbR11, CbR12, CcL10, CcL11, CcL12, CcR10, CcR11, CcR12, CdL10, CdL11, CdL12,
CdR10, CdR11, CdR12, DaL11, DaL12, DaR11, DaR12, DbL10, DbL11, DbL12, DbR10, DbR11,
DbR12, DcL10, DcL11, DcL12, DcL9, DcR10, DcR11, DcR12, DcR9, DdL10, DdL11, DdL12, DdL9,
DdR10, DdR11, DdR12, DdR9, E1aL10, E1aL11, E1aL12, E1aR10, E1aR11, E1aR12, E1bL10,
E1bL11, E1bL12, E1bR10, E1bR11, E1bR12, E1cL10, E1cL11, E1cL12, E1cL9, E1cR10, E1cR11,
E1cR12, E1cR9, E1dL10, E1dL11, E1dL12, E1dL8, E1dL9, E1dR10, E1dR11, E1dR12, E1dR8,
E1dR9, E2bL10, E2bL11, E2bL12, E2bR10, E2bR11, E2bR12, E2cL10, E2cL11, E2cL12, E2cL8,
E2cL9, E2cR10, E2cR11, E2cR12, E2cR8, E2cR9, E2dL10, E2dL11, E2dL12, E2dL8, E2dL9, E2dR10,
E2dR11, E2dR12, E2dR8, E2dR9, E3bL10, E3bL11, E3bL12, E3bL9, E3bR10, E3bR11, E3bR12,
E3bR9, E3cL10, E3cL11, E3cL12, E3cL8, E3cL9, E3cR10, E3cR11, E3cR12, E3cR8, E3cR9, E3dL10,
E3dL11, E3dL12, E3dL7, E3dL8, E3dL9, E3dR10, E3dR11, E3dR12, E3dR7, E3dR8, E3dR9, FbL10,
FbL9, FbR10, FbR9, FcL10, FcL8, FcL9, FcR10, FcR8, FcR9, FdL10, FdL11, FdL7, FdL8, FdL9,
FdR10, FdR11, FdR7, FdR8, FdR9, GcL10, GcL8, GcL9, GcR10, GcR8, GcR9, GdL10, GdL7, GdL8,
GdL9, GdR10, GdR7, GdR8, GdR9, HcL8, HcR8, HdL10, HdL7, HdL8, HdL9, HdR10, HdR7, HdR8,
HdR9
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